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Abstract
Individual variation in milk fatty acid (FA) composition has been partially attrib-
uted to stearoyl- CoA desaturase 1 (SCD1) gene polymorphisms in taurine breeds, 
but much less is known for Zebu breeds. This study investigated the phenotypic 
variation in milk FA composition, and the influence of SCD1 variants on this 
trait and on milk fat desaturase indices (DI) in Gir cows. The functional impact of 
SCD1 variants was predicted using bioinformatics tools. Milk and blood samples 
were collected from 312 cows distributed in 10 herds from five states of Brazil. 
SCD1 variants were identified through target sequencing, and milk FA composi-
tion was determined by gas chromatography. Phenotypic variation in milk FA 
composition fell within the range reported for taurine breeds, with SCD18 index 
showing the lowest variation among the DI. Fourteen SCD1 variants were identi-
fied, six of which not previously described. Regarding the A293V polymorphism, 
all cows were homozygous for the C allele (coding for alanine), whereas all gen-
otypes were detected for the second SNP affecting the 293 codon (G > A), with 
compelling evidence for functional effects. Significant associations (based on raw 
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1  |  INTRODUCTION

Milk and dairy products have long been acknowledged as 
part of a healthy diet in most food- based dietary guide-
lines (Herforth et al.,  2019), as this group of nutrient- 
dense foods is a rich source of high- quality protein and 
makes a significant contribution to the requirements for 
calcium, magnesium, selenium, riboflavin, vitamin B12 
and pantothenic acid (Weaver, 2014). However, milk and 
dairy products are also a significant source of saturated 
fatty acids (SFA) in the human diet, and the intake of SFA- 
rich foods has long been linked to an increased risk of car-
diovascular diseases (CVD) due to adverse effects on blood 
lipids, particularly on levels of low- density lipoprotein 
(LDL) cholesterol (Astrup et al., 2020). As a result, public 
health authorities from many countries have long advised 
the consumption of low- fat and fat- free versions instead of 
regular- fat dairy foods. Nevertheless, emerging evidence 
indicates that the consumption of regular- fat dairy foods 
has a neutral or inverse association with risk of atheroscle-
rotic cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes and associated 
risk factors (Astrup,  2014; Dariush Mozaffarian,  2015; 
Hirahatake et al., 2020; Kratz et al., 2013).

The reported beneficial effects of regular- fat dairy 
intake on cardiometabolic health may be partially at-
tributed to the presence of numerous health- promoting 
compounds in dairy fat, such as C4:0 (butyric acid), odd-  
and branched- chain fatty acids (OBCFA), trans- 11 C18:1 
(vaccenic acid, VA), cis- 9, trans- 11 CLA (rumenic acid, 
RA), cis- 9 C18:1 (oleic acid) and C18:3 n- 3 (α- linolenic 
acid) (Gómez- Cortés et al., 2018; Kratz et al., 2013). Thus, 
different strategies have been undertaken to increase the 
concentrations of these bioactive FA in milk fat while re-
ducing the proportions of hypercholesterolemic SFA, no-
tably C14:0 and C16:0 (Kliem & Shingfield, 2016).

Evidence indicate that diet has a major influence on the 
milk FA composition of cows, goats and ewes (Shingfield 
et al., 2013), but genetics has also been shown to play a 
key role (Samková et al., 2012). Studies with taurine cattle 
breeds have reported low to moderate heritability values 

for several milk FA, indicating the possibility of using ge-
netic selection to improve the nutritional quality of milk 
fat (Arnould & Soyeurt,  2009; Bastin et al.,  2012; Bobe 
et al., 2008; Carvajal et al., 2016; Garnsworthy et al., 2010; 
Mele et al., 2007; Pegolo et al., 2016; Schennink et al., 2008; 
Soyeurt et al.,  2007; Stoop et al.,  2008). Compared with 
conventional selection programmes based on perfor-
mance recording and prediction of breeding values, faster 
progress towards the production of milk and dairy prod-
ucts containing a more desirable FA composition could 
be achieved through genomic or marker- assisted selection 
based on the identification of polymorphisms in genes in-
volved in milk fat synthesis. Among the several enzymes 
regulating the lipid metabolism in the mammary gland, 
the stearoyl- CoA desaturase 1 enzyme (SCD1; also known 
as Δ9- desaturase) plays a key role by introducing a double 
bond at the Δ9- position in a large spectrum of FA (Ntambi 
& Miyazaki, 2004). The most important SCD1 substrates 
are C14:0, C16:0, C18:0 and VA, which are converted into 
cis- 9 C14:1, cis- 9 C16:1, cis- 9 C18:1 and RA, respectively 
(Corl et al., 2001).

The ratios of products to precursors of SCD1 in milk fat, 
also known as desaturase indices (DI) (Kelsey et al., 2003), 
are commonly used as a proxy for SCD1 activity in the 
mammary gland (Garnsworthy et al., 2010). Most of the 
oleic acid and RA secreted in cow's milk are derived from 
endogenous synthesis by SCD1 action in the mammary 
gland (Bernard et al., 2013), which shows the key role of 
this enzyme in determining the contents of these health- 
beneficial FA in milk fat. In taurine breeds, a significant 
proportion of the variation in milk FA composition has 
been associated with the occurrence of a non- conservative 
polymorphism in the SCD1 protein (A293V) in which an 
alanine is replaced with a valine on the 293rd residue of 
the amino acid sequence (Conte et al., 2010; Kgwatalala 
et al.,  2007; Li et al.,  2016; Mele et al.,  2007; Schennink 
et al., 2008).

In Brazil, cow's milk is derived from taurine cattle 
(Bos taurus), Zebu cattle (Bos indicus) and their crosses 
(Madalena et al., 2012). The two predominant Zebu breeds, 

p- values) were found between this SNP and C12:0, cis- 9, trans- 11 CLA and short- 
chain FA, and between another SNP (rs523411937) and C15:0 and odd- chain lin-
ear FA. A new SNP on Chr26:21277069 was associated with trans- 11 C18:1, cis- 9, 
trans- 11 CLA, C18:3 n- 3 and n- 3 FA. These findings indicate that SCD1 polymor-
phisms also contributes to the phenotypic variation in milk FA composition of 
Gir cows, with potential use in their breeding programmes.

K E Y W O R D S
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Gir and Guzerá, have been selected over the last 30 years 
for milk production and solids content through breeding 
programmes based on progeny tests and/or on multiple 
ovulation and embryo transfer (MOET) nucleus selection 
schemes (Bruneli et al., 2021; Peixoto et al., 2010; Santana 
et al.,  2014). The main factors contributing to variation 
in milk production and composition of these breeds have 
been investigated (Rosse et al., 2014; Shahlla et al., 2014), 
but there is limited information regarding the genetic in-
fluence on milk FA composition in those breeds. In a pilot 
study (Freitas et al., 2013; Gama et al., 2013), our research 
group found a substantial between- cow variation in DI (to 
a lesser extent for the C18 index) and in the proportions of 
cis- 9 C18:1 and RA in milk fat of Gir and Guzerá cows fed 
on the same diet, indicating a genetic influence on SCD1 
activity in both breeds.

To the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of stud-
ies looking at variants in the SCD1 gene and their asso-
ciation with milk FA composition in Zebu breeds. Given 
the particular relevance of Gir cows and their crosses 
for milk production in Brazil, we carried out the present 
study with the following objectives: (1) to estimate the 
phenotypic variation in milk FA composition of Gir cows 
from Brazilian herds; (2) to develop a targeted sequenc-
ing methodology looking for breed- specific variants in 
SCD1 and genotyping by sequencing; (3) to undertake an 
association study between the SCD1 variants and propor-
tions of nutritionally relevant FA and FA groups, n- 6:n- 3 
FA ratio and DI in milk fat; (4) to perform bioinformatic 
analysis on potential new SCD1 variants, in the search for 
evidence of functionality. We hypothesized that variants 
in the SCD1 gene, some of which possibly not previously 
reported in the literature, would be significantly associ-
ated with DI and proportions of nutritionally relevant FA 
in milk fat, which may allow for the use of marker- assisted 
selection in future breeding programmes for Gir cows and 
its crosses.

2  |  MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Animal welfare statement

All animal procedures were performed in accordance with 
the guidelines and recommendations of the Animal Care 
and Ethics Committee of Embrapa Dairy Cattle, under 
protocol number 11/2015.

2.2 | Sample and data collection

Individual milk and blood samples (one sample per cow) 
were collected between December 2016 and October 

2018 from 312 primiparous and multiparous Gir cows 
between 12 and 214 days in milk. The cows were dis-
tributed in 10 different herds (ranging from nine to 
92 samples per herd) located in the Brazilian states of 
Minas Gerais, São Paulo, Paraíba, and Rio Grande do 
Norte. Detailed information on the genetic architecture 
and management practices of the Gir breed in Brazil 
can be found elsewhere (Milanesi et al., 2022; Peripolli 
et al., 2018, 2020; Santana et al., 2014). Diets offered to 
cows during the period of sample collection were re-
corded and grouped into categories as described in detail 
later in this section.

Composite milk samples from morning and afternoon 
milking were collected in 15- mL Falcon tubes and imme-
diately frozen at −20°C until analysis of fatty acid compo-
sition. Blood samples were collected in vacutainer tubes 
containing K2EDTA and immediately frozen at −20°C 
until DNA extraction.

2.3 | Analysis of milk fatty acid 
composition

Milk samples in 15- mL Falcon tubes were thawed at room 
temperature, and a 1 mL volume was used for lipid ex-
traction according to AOAC Official Method 0.05 (AOAC 
International,  2012). Following solvent evaporation at 
40°C under oxygen- free nitrogen, extracted milk lipids 
were dissolved in hexane and methyl acetate and trans- 
esterified to fatty acid methyl esters (FAME) using freshly 
prepared methanolic sodium methoxide, as described else-
where (Baldin et al., 2013). The FAME in a 1.0 μL sample 
were separated and quantified using a gas chromatograph 
(model 7820A, Agilent Technologies Inc.) fitted with a 
flame- ionization detector and equipped with a CP- Sil 88 
fused- silica capillary column (100 m × 0.25 mm × 0.2 μm 
film thickness; Varian Inc). Operating conditions were the 
same as described by (Cruz- Hernandez et al., 2007). The 
FAME were identified by comparison of retention times 
with reference FAME standards (Sigma- Aldrich®; Larodan 
AB, Stockholm, Sweden; Luta- CLA® 60, BASF); minor 
trans/cis- 18:1 isomers and trans- 9, cis- 11 CLA were identi-
fied according to their order of elution reported under the 
same analytical conditions (Cruz- Hernandez et al., 2007). 
Milk FA composition was expressed as a weight percent-
age of total FA using theoretical response factors (Wolff 
et al., 1995). SCD1 indices (also referred to as DI) were cal-
culated for four pairs of FA (cis- 9 14:1/14:0, cis- 9 16:1/16:0, 
cis- 9 18:1/18:0 and cis- 9, trans- 11 CLA/trans- 11 18:1) by 
expressing each product as a proportion of precursor plus 
product (Kelsey et al., 2003). Also, an overall SCD1 index 
was calculated using all the selected pairs of products and 
precursors.
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In addition, the n- 6:n- 3 FA ratio and proportions of 
specific FA groups (n- 3 FA, n- 6 FA, long- chain n- 3 FA, 
milk fat inhibitors, odd- chain linear SFA, branched- chain 
SFA, short- chain SFA and medium- chain SFA) in milk fat 
were also calculated given their nutritional and physiolog-
ical relevance for human health and mammary lipid me-
tabolism, respectively (Gómez- Cortés et al., 2018; Koch & 
Lascano, 2018). A full description of FA groups is provided 
in Table 1.

2.4 | Definition of diet groups

As diet is the major factor in influencing milk FA com-
position (Shingfield et al.,  2013), the diets provided to 
cows on different farms were grouped into categories ac-
cording to types of forages and concentrates. Categories 
were defined based on results from previous studies 
showing pronounced differences in milk FA composi-
tion of cows fed fresh forage (notably native pastures) as 
compared to those fed conserved forages (silage/hay), as 
well as of cows fed lipid- rich concentrates as compared 
to those fed conventional concentrates (Elgersma, 2015; 
Hanus et al., 2018; Kliem & Shingfield, 2016; Shingfield 
et al.,  2013). Diets were further grouped based on re-
sults from our research team indicating substantial 
differences between tropical grasses regarding their im-
pact on the milk FA composition of dairy cows (Lopes 
et al., 2015). For example, cows grazing Brachiaria ssp. 
and sugarcane appear to produce milk with a less desir-
able FA profile (e.g. lower proportions of RA and C18:3 
n- 3, and a higher proportion of C16:0) than cows graz-
ing on pastures of Panicum, Pennisetum and Cynodum 
ssp., although differences among forage species and 
cultivars within the same genus also seem to exist (Dias 
et al., 2019). Finally, there is recent evidence that cows 
consuming cactus Opuntia cladodes produce milk with 
a singular FA composition, notably the low proportions 
of C18:0 (Gama et al., 2021).

Based on the above, two major groups were formed 
according to the type of forage offered to the cows. The 
first group consisted of conserved forages (corn silage and 
hay) and sugarcane, whereas the other group included 
tropical pastures. Sugarcane was included in the group of 
conserved forages due to its low lipid content (<1% DM). 
The second group was further divided into three subcate-
gories: (1) Pastures of Brachiaria ssp. (mostly represented 
by B. brizanta cv. Marandu); (2) Unconventional pastures 
which included Pangola grass (Digitaria decumbens), na-
tive pastures (different forage species found in the semi-
arid region of Brazil), Buffel grass (Cenchrus ciliares L.) 
and cactus Opuntia; and (3) Other common tropical pas-
tures, which included those from the genera Panicum, 

Pennisetum and Cynodon. For concentrates, three major 
groups were formed: conventional concentrates, lipid- rich 
concentrates, and no concentrate feeding. The lipid- rich 
concentrate group was further divided into two subcat-
egories, one consisting of soybean seed (toasted or ex-
truded) plus rumen- protected fat (Megalac or LacFat100), 
and the other consisting of cottonseed (whole or cake). 
The categories and subcategories of forages and concen-
trate feeds used for defining the diet groups are shown in 
Table S1.

In cases where both corn silage and fresh pasture were 
offered to cows on the same farm, the diet category was 
defined based on the season in which milk samples were 
collected. If samples were taken in spring or summer, the 
diet was included in the pasture group, whereas the diet 
was assigned to the corn silage group if samples were 
taken in autumn or winter.

2.5 | Construction of the 
targeted sequencing

DNA was extracted from blood samples using a protein-
ase K/salting out protocol (Miller et al.,  1988). A target 
sequencing strategy was developed with primers designed 
to cover five regions in the SCD1 gene. Regions were se-
lected to cover the better- characterized polymorphism 
in this gene, SCD1 A293V, and to prospect regulatory 
polymorphisms. Genotyping by sequencing was done by 
adapting the Illumina 16S Sample Preparation Guide pro-
tocol (Illumina, Inc) using a protocol described elsewhere 
(Pimentel et al., 2018).

Primer sequences are presented in Table S2 and a de-
tailed description of the target sequencing strategy de-
veloped is available under request. PCR reactions were 
performed using 100 ng of genomic DNA, 1 μM of each 
primer (5 pmol/μL), 10% DMSO, 20 mM dNTP, 50 mM 
MgCl2, 2.5 U Taq DNA polymerase (Ludwig Biotecnologia), 
and ultra- pure water qsp. for a 25 μL final volume. PCR 
amplifications were evaluated using GelRed® stained, 1.5% 
agarose gels. The target sequencing protocol was composed 
of the following steps: (1) PCR products from each individ-
ual were pooled and purified using the Agencourt AMPure 
XP purification system (Beckman Coulter); (2) purified 
pools were quantified in Qubit (Thermo Fisher Scientific 
Inc) using the dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Invitrogen); (3) the 
addition of sample identification indexes Nextera XT Index 
Kit v2 Set A, B, and C (Illumina, Inc) was followed by an 
additional purification using magnetic beads and a quan-
tification in Qubit (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc) using 
the dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Invitrogen); (4) Sequencing was 
conducted in a MiSeq Sequencer using the MiSeq Reagent 
Nano Kit v2 in 300 cycles (Illumina, Inc).
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T A B L E  1  Mean, coefficient of variation and minimum and maximum values for the proportions (g/100 g of total FA) of individual and 
selected FA groups, n- 6:n- 3 FA ratio and desaturase (SCD1) indices in milk fat of Gir cows (n = 312).

Fatty acid (FA) Mean CV1 Median Min2 Max3

C4:0 3.542 18.0 3.536 1.915 5.613

C5:0 0.029 45.9 0.026 0.008 0.081

C6:0 2.104 17.2 2.091 0.820 3.307

C7:0 0.021 48.0 0.019 0.005 0.077

C8:0 1.317 18.9 1.320 0.478 2.118

C9:0 0.035 62.7 0.032 0.005 0.315

C10:0 2.440 26.0 2.427 0.741 4.364

cis- 9 C10:1 0.257 30.2 0.253 0.091 0.513

C11:0 0.075 45.3 0.071 0.014 0.248

C12:0 2.767 26.7 2.716 0.989 5.040

cis- 9 C12:15 0.164 36.3 0.156 0.051 0.457

iso C14:0 0.115 42.7 0.109 0.035 0.320

C14:0 9.139 17.8 9.156 3.691 15.553

iso C15:0 0.233 38.0 0.234 0.088 0.623

anteiso C15:0 0.428 30.0 0.439 0.181 0.885

cis- 9 C14:1 1.038 26.7 1.020 0.298 2.388

C15:0 0.962 27.1 0.987 0.414 1.992

iso C16:0 0.265 32.4 0.266 0.082 0.520

C16:0 28.592 14.3 27.740 20.094 42.793

iso C17:06 0.367 24.3 0.350 0.044 0.739

trans- 12 C16:1 0.175 23.7 0.166 0.032 0.322

anteiso C17:07 1.917 21.3 1.874 1.129 3.222

C17:0 0.609 27.1 0.579 0.179 1.214

iso C18:0 0.057 44.3 0.051 0.010 0.139

cis- 9 C17:1 0.255 39.2 0.227 0.090 0.617

C18:0 9.788 21.0 9.493 4.461 16.626

trans- 4 C18:1 0.032 40.2 0.030 0.012 0.084

trans- 5 C18:1 0.021 40.8 0.020 0.007 0.050

trans- 6 + 7 + 8 C18:1 0.227 38.1 0.208 0.016 0.535

trans- 9 C18:1 0.257 36.6 0.225 0.112 0.594

trans- 10 C18:1 0.305 35.7 0.270 0.144 0.691

trans- 11 C18:1 (VA) 1.465 41.8 1.352 0.447 3.901

trans- 12 C18.1 0.348 38.6 0.314 0.134 0.776

trans- 13 + 14 C18:1 0.353 44.2 0.332 0.092 0.869

cis- 9 C18:1 21.251 22.2 20.530 11.465 33.332

cis- 11 C18:1 0.871 25.9 0.834 0.451 1.683

cis- 12 C18:1 0.349 52.4 0.292 0.106 1.083

cis- 13 C18:1 0.127 42.8 0.115 0.016 0.348

trans- 16 C18:1 0.328 33.9 0.322 0.039 0.974

C19:08 0.105 30.9 0.100 0.023 0.246

trans- 9, trans- 12 C18:2 0.020 45.4 0.018 0.004 0.052

cis- 9, trans- 12 C18:2 0.058 45.2 0.056 0.020 0.140

trans- 9, cis- 12 C18:2 0.035 53.1 0.028 0.009 0.094
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2.6 | Bioinformatic analyses

The fastq files were trimmed and filtered using the 
Trimmomatic software (Bolger et al.,  2014). Bases with 
Phred scores lower than 20 and/or read lengths shorter 
than 20 bp were removed. Filtered reads were aligned 
against a multi- FASTA file containing the amplicon of 
each region according to the reference ARS- UCD 1.2 (Btau 

5.0.1Y), using the software BWA- MEM (Li,  2013). After 
mapping, the reads were converted from .sam to .bam 
format, sorted, and indexed using the SAMtools software 
(Li et al., 2009). We add a group for each individual using 
tools AddOrReplaceReadGroups from the Picard software 
(https://broad insti tute.github.io/picard). Reads were in-
dexed and merged with the reads of all individuals, sorted 
and indexed using the SAMtools software (Li, 2011). SNVs 

Fatty acid (FA) Mean CV1 Median Min2 Max3

C18:2 n- 6 1.889 46.5 1.532 0.736 4.223

C20:0 0.142 32.3 0.133 0.065 0.315

C18:3 n- 6 0.019 43.3 0.017 0.006 0.055

C18.3 n- 3 0.366 33.0 0.363 0.144 0.667

cis- 9, trans- 11 CLA (RA)9 0.770 40.0 0.721 0.281 2.522

trans- 9, cis- 11 CLA 0.030 30.3 0.029 0.012 0.062

trans- 10, cis- 12 CLA 0.011 52.5 0.010 0.003 0.042

C21:0 0.028 35.4 0.027 0.005 0.056

C20:2 n- 6 0.024 61.4 0.021 0.008 0.213

C22:0 0.056 47.4 0.049 0.012 0.176

C20:3 n- 6 0.048 52.0 0.045 0.003 0.353

C20:4 n- 6 0.117 27.8 0.112 0.013 0.250

C23:0 0.029 54.5 0.025 0.005 0.112

C20:5 n- 3 (EPA) 0.024 39.6 0.022 0.009 0.062

C24:0 0.037 55.8 0.035 0.006 0.141

C22:5 n- 3 (DPA) 0.055 34.8 0.052 0.020 0.139

SCD1 indices10

SCD14 0.102 21.2 0.102 0.035 0.168

SCD16 0.064 23.4 0.061 0.035 0.114

SCD18 0.681 8.3 0.679 0.543 0.826

SCDCLA 0.348 12.6 0.347 0.203 0.462

SCDtotal 0.337 18.6 0.331 0.195 0.496

FA groups

n- 3 FA11 0.445 28.7 0.445 0.196 0.798

n- 6 FA12 2.097 42.8 1.745 0.948 4.427

n- 6:n- 3 FA ratio13 4.785 31.5 4.774 1.741 7.984

Long- chain n- 3 FA14 0.079 32.1 0.074 0.032 0.188

Milk fat inhibitors15 0.347 33.9 0.310 0.174 0.779

Odd- chain linear SFA16 1.788 22.4 1.793 1.003 3.178

Branched- chain FA17 1.090 31.7 1.098 0.514 2.426

Short- chain SFA18 9.403 16.9 9.347 4.392 14.582

Medium- chain SFA19 40.498 14.3 39.983 27.318 63.386

Note: 1CV: coefficient of variation; 2Min, minimum; 3Max, maximum; 4N: Sample size; 5Co- elutes with C13:0; 6Co- elutes with trans- 9 C16:1; 7Co- elutes with 
cis- 9 C16:1; 8Co- elutes with cis- 15 C18:1; 9Contains trans- 7, cis- 9 CLA and trans- 8, cis- 10 CLA as minor components; 10Stearoyl- CoA desaturase- 1 (SCD1) 
indices calculated for cis- 9 14:1/14:0 (SCD14), cis- 9 16:1/16:0 (SCD16), cis- 9 18:1/18:0 (SCD18), and cis- 9, trans- 11 CLA/trans- 11 18:1 (SCDCLA) pairs (Kelsey et 
al., 2003); 11Sum of all n- 3 FA; 12Sum of all n- 6 FA; 13Ratio of n- 6 to n- 3 FA; 14EPA plus DPA; 15Sum of trans- 10 C18:1, trans- 10, cis- 12 CLA, and trans- 9, cis- 12 
CLA; 16Sum of odd- chain linear saturated FA, except C13:0 as it co- eluted with cis- 9 C12:1; 17Sum of branched- chain FA, except iso C17:0 and anteiso C17:0 as 
they co- eluted with trans- 9 C16:1 and cis- 9 C16:1, respectively; 18Sum of short- chain saturated FA (C4:0 to C10:0); 19Sum of medium- chain saturated FA (C12:0 
to C16:0).

T A B L E  1  (Continued)
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and INDELs were identified using mpileup and bcftools 
tools from the SAMtools software, with – d 5,000,000 (Li, 
2011). The novel genetic variants identified in the current 
study were deposited at the European Variant Archive 
under the project PRJEB53443.

For each variant, allelic and genotypic frequencies 
and the Hardy– Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) test were 
performed using the R (version 4.2.0) package Hardy– 
Weinberg (https://cran.r- proje ct.org/web/packa ges/Hardy 
Weinb erg/index.html). Variants with MAF > = 0.05 and 
with a p- value >0.05 for HWE test were used in the con-
struction of the haplotypes and in the association studies.

2.7 | Prediction of the functional 
impacts of the genetic variants

Exonic variants were evaluated in terms of their impacts on 
the protein sequence and protein domains. Mutation im-
pact on protein sequences was predicted using the Sift (Sim 
et al., 2012), PolyPhen- 2 (Adzhubei et al., 2010), Mutation 
Taster 2 (Schwarz et al.,  2014), and PROVEAN (Choi & 
Chan,  2015) software. Protein domains, post- synthesis 
modifications, motifs and active sites were predicted using 
the neXtProt (Zahn- Zabal et al.,  2020), PhosphoSitePlus 
(Hornbeck et al.,  2015), UniProt (UniProt Consortium) 
and InterPro (Blum et al.,  2021). For each program, the 
default threshold score was adopted and wild- type pro-
tein structures available at the Protein Data Bank were 
used. All the other genetic variants (upstream, exonic and 
downstream) were included in subsequent bioinformatic 
analyses. Prediction of functional repercussions of each 
genetic variant included detection of the creation/aboli-
tion of splice sites and branching sites using the Human 
Splicing Finder 3.0 (HSF); miRNA recognition sites using 
the TargetScanHuman (Agarwal et al., 2015) and MiRanda 
software (Betel et al., 2008), filtered with a maximum value 
of −10 for the free energy connection; and, mutation im-
pact on DNA/RNA sequences using the Mutation Taster 2 
(Schwarz et al., 2014). For SNVs in the upstream regions, 
their effects on promoters were sought using Promoter 
2.0 Prediction (Knudsen,  1999). The effects of SNVs on 
transcription factor binding sites were predicted using 
GeneQuest version 17.3 (DNASTAR). The effect of SNVs in 
3'UTR regions of Poly- A signal was predicted using DNA 
Functional Site Miner: Poly(A) Signal Miner.

2.8 | Haplotype estimation

The variants maintained in the data set after filtering by 
the above- mentioned selection criteria were used to es-
timate the haplotypes in the SCD1 gene. The R package 

haplo.stats (Sinnwell & Schaid,  2020) was used to com-
pute the maximum likelihood estimate of haplotype prob-
abilities of each pair of haplotypes composed by the SNPs 
on SCD1 gene. The selection of the most probable pair of 
haplotypes for each individual is based on a progressive 
insertion algorithm that progressively inserts batches of 
loci into haplotypes of growing lengths. Subsequently, the 
package runs the expectation– maximization (EM) algo-
rithms and performs the trimming of pairs of haplotypes 
per subject when the posterior probability of the pair is 
below a specified threshold, here defined as 1e- 4. The in-
sertion, EM and trimming steps continue until all loci are 
inserted into the haplotype.

2.9 | Statistical analysis and 
association studies

Although about 70 individual FA were reported in our GC 
analysis (Table 1), not all of them were included in the as-
sociation study. A total of 12 individual FA (C4:0, C12:0, 
C14:0, C15:0, C16:0, C17:0, C18:0, cis- 9 C18:1, VA, C18:2 
n- 6, C18:3 n- 3 and RA), 8 FA groups (n- 3 FA, n- 6 FA, 
long- chain n- 3 FA, milk fat inhibitors, odd- chain linear 
SFA, branched- chain SFA, short- chain SFA and medium- 
chain SFA), the n- 6:n- 3 FA ratio, and four DI (SCD14, 
SCD16, SCD18 and SCDCLA) were selected for the associa-
tion study due to their nutritional and physiological rele-
vance (Gómez- Cortés et al., 2018; Koch & Lascano, 2018). 
However, possible biological effects of other milk FA can-
not be ruled out.

The genetic association study was performed for each 
trait in two scenarios: additive (0 vs. 1 vs. 2), where the 
values correspond to the number of copies of the less 
frequent allele in the genotype and using the haplotypic 
classes defined using the SCD1 alleles maintained after 
QC. In both scenarios, a linear mixed- effects model was 
fitted using the lmer4 package in R software v. 4.0.2 (R 
Core Team, 2021), where the estimates were chosen to op-
timize the restricted maximum likelihood (REML). The 
following model was assumed in all the tested scenarios:

where; yijklm is the phenotypic observation of the nth cow, 
m is the overall mean, Farmi is the fixed effect of ith Farm 
(10 levels); Dietj is the fixed effect of the jth diet classifica-
tion (7 levels); Agek is the fixed effect of the kth cow age, 
in months; and Markerl is the allele substitution effect of 
the lth genotypic/haplotypic class; DIMm is the fixed effect 
of the mth cow days in milk (ranging from 12 to 214 DIM, 
with a mean ± SD of 66.08 ± 28.43); Sn is the random effect 

yijklm= m+Farmi+Dietj+Agek+Markerl
+DIMm+Sn+Farmi×Dietj+eijklm
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of the mth Sire of the cows used in the study (73 levels); 
Farmi × Dietj is the nested effect between the ith Farm and 
the jth diet classification; and eijklm is the residual error. The 
proportions of individual FA and FA groups (expressed as 
g/100 g of total FA) were converted using a squared- root 
transformation in order to better fit the residuals in a nor-
mal distribution. The significantly associated markers were 
identified using a 5% false discovery rate (FDR).

3  |  RESULTS

3.1 | Individual variation in milk FA 
composition

Phenotypic variation in individual FA, FA groups, n- 6:n- 3 
FA ratio, and DI in milk fat of Gir cows are presented 
in Table  1. Between- cow variation in the proportion 
(g/100 g of total FA) of individual FA was the lowest for 
C16:0 (CV = 14.3%) and the highest for C9:0 (CV = 62.7%). 
Regarding the DI, the lowest variation was observed for 
SCD18 (CV = 8.3%) followed by SCDCLA (CV = 12.6%), 
whereas the highest variations were observed for SCD14 and 
SCD16 (CV = 21.2 and 23.4%, respectively). The variation 
in total desaturation index (SCDtotal) was slightly greater 
than the average of individual desaturase pairs (CV = 18.6 
vs. 16.4%, respectively). For FA groups, medium- chain 
and short- chain SFA had the lowest variations (CV = 14.3 

and 16.9%, respectively), whereas the highest variation 
was observed for total n- 6 FA (CV = 42.8%). The variation 
observed for the n- 6:n- 3 FA ratio (CV = 31.5%) was in line 
that observed for total n- 6 FA and total n- 3 FA (42.8 and 
28.7%, respectively).

3.2 | Development of a targeted 
sequencing methodology in the search for 
breed- specific variants in SCD1

A total of 287 Gir cows were successfully genotyped using 
the targeted sequencing tool developed in this study. Five 
SCD1 regions were amplified and sequenced. Primers 
were chosen to cover the SCD1 polymorphism A293V, 
in exon 5 and parts of the upstream, SCD1 Intron 1, and 
3'UTR regions of the gene. In 1086 bp sequenced, a total of 
14 genetic variants were detected, six of which reported for 
the first time in the present study (Table 2). Interestingly, 
one variant (chr26:21272274) was predicted to result in an 
amino acid substitution (N244D) in the SCD1 protein, as 
described in more detail below.

Average in- extension coverage and average in- depth 
coverage were estimated in comparison to the Bos taurus 
reference genome. The criterion adopted in the variant 
calling was the presence, in a specific nucleotide position, 
of a different allele from that present in the Bos taurus ref-
erence genome (ARS- UCD 1.2), in at least one individual.

T A B L E  2  Genetic variants identified in the bovine SCD1 gene.

Gene region
Genomic position 
(ARS- UCD1.2) Rs

Number 
of alleles

Number 
of allele 
1

Number 
of allele 2 MAF

Location /functional 
classification

SCD1 Upstream Chr26:21263567 New 542 541 1 0.002 upstream

Chr26:21263591 New 542 542 0 0 upstream

Chr26:21263602 New 542 541 1 0.002 upstream

SCD1 Intron 1 Chr26:21264191 rs475591968 562 562 0 0 intron

SCD1 Exon 5 Chr26:21272246 rs41255691 556 555 1 0.002 synonymous

Chr26:21272274 New 556 555 1 0.002 missense (N244D)

Chr26:21272422 rs41255693a 562 562 0 0 missense (A293V)

Chr26:21272423 rs208932125a 562 417 145 0.258 splicing region

SCD1 3'UTR Chr26:21277069 New 474 335 139 0.293 3'UTR

Chr26:21277094 rs523411937 474 428 46 0.097 3'UTR

Chr26:21277134 rs452574907 476 475 1 0.002 3'UTR

Chr26:21277160 New 476 475 1 0.002 3'UTR

Chr26:21277188 rs437125709 476 475 1 0.002 3'UTR

Chr26:21277196 rs211383702 474 473 1 0.002 3'UTR
aThe most studied SCD1 polymorphism (Ala293Val) is caused by a non- synonym C > T substitution at the second base of the 293th codon, whereas the 
second SNP (rs208932125) found in the 293th codon does not affect the protein sequence, but the splicing at the 3′ region of SCD1 exon 5; MAF: minor allele 
frequency.
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3.3 | Allelic distribution of SCD1 
genetic variants

In total, 11 genetic variants were identified within the 
genetic coordinates of the SCD1 gene, and three were lo-
cated in the upstream region of SCD1. The MAF for all 
the variants is shown in Table 2. Two variants were main-
tained after the Hardy– Weinberg Equilibrium test and 
the filtering by MAF > 0.05: rs208932125 (MAF = 0.258) 
and rs523411937 (MAF = 0.097). These two variants were 
further included in the association study. A high linkage 
disequilibrium was observed between these two vari-
ants as evidenced by D′ and r2 values of 0.97 and 0.54, 
respectively. Therefore, association was tested using 
these SNPs separately and in haplotype. Additionally, 
the new variant mapped on the 3'- UTR region of SCD1 
(Chr26:21277069) identified here passed the MAF thresh-
old (0.293). However, this variant was not under HWE 
and it was not included in the haplotype estimations due 
to the potential impact over the linkage disequilibrium 
estimations. Nevertheless, the effect of the genotypes of 
Chr26:21277069 over traits evaluated here were tested 
individually.

3.4 | Bioinformatic analysis of the main 
genetic variants

The evidence for functional impacts of the two genetic 
variants analysed in the association study (rs208932125 
and rs523411937) and the new missense variant (SCD1 
N244D) are discussed below.

The rs208932125 is a silent mutation in the splicing 
region of exon 5. The most studied bovine SCD1 variant, 
A293V, is a non- synonymous SNP (rs41255693) found in 

exon 5 (chr26:21272422) in which a C > T substitution 
occurs at the second base of the 293 codon, resulting in 
alanine being replaced with a valine in the amino acid 
sequence. A second SNP (rs208932125) has also been re-
ported in exon 5 (chr26:21272423), in which a synonym 
G > A substitution occurs at the third base of the 293th 
codon (Figure 1). Regardless of the third position, all co-
dons having G in the first position and C in the second en-
code an alanine. Therefore, all individuals in this sample 
were homozygous for the alanine allele. As rs208932125 
was associated with the fatty acid profile in the present 
study, we sought evidence for additional functional ef-
fects of this SNP. Using Human Splicing Finder, it was 
predicted that rs208932125 abolishes exonic splicing en-
hancers (ESE- EIE, ESE- ASFB and ESE- SRp55), and also 
affects an exonic splicing silencer (ESS- Sironi Motifs, ESS- 
Fas and ESS- hnRNPA1). This finding offers an additional 
explanation for the impact of SCD1 A293V polymorphism 
on mammary lipid metabolism and milk FA composition, 
other than the amino acid substitution.

3.5 | The functional impact of the new 
protein variant detected in this study

The new variant mapped at Chr26:21272274 is a missense 
variant (cDNA:1123/c.730A > G p.N244D) and is located 
in SCD1 exon 5, having effects at RNA and protein lev-
els. Using I- Mutant, this variant is predicted to destabilize 
the protein (at 37.5°C and pH 7, the amino acid substitu-
tion induces a −0.99 Free Energy change). This amino 
acid substitution occurs in an alpha- helix, corresponding 
to a transmembrane region spanning residues 242– 263. 
Both mCSM and DUET predicted that N244D destabilizes 
the protein 3D structure. It was predicted that N244D 

F I G U R E  1  Schematic representation 
of the two SNPs found in exon 5 of the 
SCD1 gene. The first variant (rs41255693), 
commonly referred to as A293V, is a 
non- synonym SNP caused by a C > T 
substitution at the second base of the 
293th codon, in which an alanine is 
replaced with a valine. The second 
SNP (rs208932125) results from a G > A 
substitution at the third base of the 
codon, with no change in the amino acid 
sequence. [Colour figure can be viewed at 
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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significantly affects the molecular interactions established 
within the protein (using mCSM- PPI2 and DynaMut pro-
grams) (Figure 2). Comparing the molecular dynamics of 
normal and mutated protein, it is possible to observe the 
gain of a halogen bond and of an ionic interaction, and the 
loss of a hydrogen bond. However, the three- dimensional 
model of bovine SCD1 has not been included in PDB and, 
therefore, the molecular dynamics was inferred using as 
models the human and mouse SCD1 structures. As both 
models present non- conserved residues close to the N244, 
any conclusions regarding molecular interactions should 
be made with care. This variant was identified in heterozy-
gosis in only one cow; consequently, it was not included 
in the association studies because these variants need fur-
ther validation using a larger sample size. No evidence 
of possible functional impacts was detected for the other 
variants detected in the present study (Table 2).

3.6 | Association test for SCD1 
genetic variants

In the association study, no markers or haplotypes were 
significantly associated with milk FA composition after 
FDR adjustment. However, significant associations based 
on raw p- values (i.e. raw p- value <0.05) were identified 
for some individual FA (C12:0, C14:0, C15:0, VA, RA and 
C18:3 n- 3), three FA groups (short- chain SFA, odd- chain 
linear SFA, and n- 3 FA), and SCDCLA (Table 3). This sig-
nificance threshold was defined due to the limited sample 
size, which may have precluded the detection of signifi-
cant associations after adjustment for FDR. However, the 
actual relevance of any association found in the present 
study should be confirmed in future association stud-
ies targeting at the detected SCD1 variants. Specifically, 
rs208932125 was associated with C12:0, RA and short- 
chain SFA, with cows carrying the AA genotype show-
ing lower proportions of C12:0 and short- chain SFA, 
but higher RA than cows with the GG genotype. On the 

other hand, rs523411937 was associated with C15:0 and 
odd- chain linear SFA, with cows carrying the CT geno-
type having a higher proportion of these FA in milk fat 
than those with the TT genotype. Regarding the SCD1 
3'UTR Chr26:21277069 variant for which only two geno-
types (GG and AG) were detected in the population, AG 
cows had higher proportions of VA and RA in milk fat, 
but lower proportions of C18:3 n- 3 and n- 3 FA than GG 
cows. Associations were also observed between three hap-
lotypes and some individual FA, FA groups and SCD1 in-
dices. Compared to AT_AT, the most frequent diplotype 
in the population (n = 153), we found that AT_GT cows 
(the second most frequent diplotype, n = 84) had lower 
SCDCLA index. Some associations were also observed for 
diplotypes identified in only a few cows. Compared to the 
AT_AT diplotype, GT_GC cows had higher proportions of 
C12:0, C14:0, and short- chain FA in milk fat, whereas GT_
GT cows had lower RA. Because only one cow was identi-
fied with the AT_AC diplotype, no statistical comparison 
was made between this diplotype and the reference group 
(AT_AT). Milk FA proportions and SCD1 indices for all 
genotypes and haplotypes that were in EHW, as well as for 
the 3'UTR Chr26:21277069 variant, are shown in Table S3, 
whereas the respective p- values and FDR of the associa-
tion tests are presented in Table S4.

4  |  DISCUSSION

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to esti-
mate the phenotypic variation in milk FA composition of 
Gir cows, a Zebu breed that makes a significant contribu-
tion to milk production in Brazil, India and other regions 
of the world (Santana et al., 2014). We further investigated 
the association of polymorphisms in the SCD1 gene, which 
encodes a key enzyme in mammary lipid metabolism by 
introducing a cis double bond at the Δ9- position in sev-
eral FA, with milk FA composition. This trait is of great 
interest on a nutritional point of view as dairy fat contains 

F I G U R E  2  SCD1 N244D Molecular 
dynamics predicted using DynaMut 
using the 4YMK PDB model. N244D 
significantly affects the molecular 
interaction established within the protein. 
In blue, it shows the halogen bonds; in 
yellow, it shows the ionic interactions; in 
red, it shows hydrogen bonds; in orange, 
it shows weak hydrogen bonds. [Colour 
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]
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a number of health- promoting FA as well as potentially 
harmful FA (e.g. C16:0) which contents can be affected 
to a significant extent by diet and genetics (Shingfield 

et al., 2013). The between- cow variation in milk FA com-
position was estimated from 312 cows distributed in 10 
herds located in five states of Brazil and fed on different 

T A B L E  3  Associations of SNP and haplotypes of SCD1 with proportions (mean ± CV) of individual fatty acids (FA) and FA groups 
(g/100 g of total FA), desaturase indices (DI) and n- 6:n- 3 FA ratio in milk fat of Gir cowsa.

Variant FA Genotypic means (±CV) p- value (FDR)b

rs208932125 C12:0 AA: 2.749 (±26.85); GA: 2.801 (±27.12); 
GG: 3.004 (±27.13)

GA: 0.338 (0.884); GG: 0.029 (0.884)

rs208932125 cis- 9, trans- 11 CLA (RA) AA: 0.771 (±37.014); GA: 0.766 
(±41.781); GG: 0.648 (±39.543)

GA: 0.656 (0.935); GG: 0.008 (0.884)

rs208932125 Short- chain SFA AA: 9.447 (±16.775); GA: 9.348 
(±16.521); GG: 9.859 (±20.57)

GA: 0.578 (0.924); GG: 0.011 (0.884)

rs523411937 C15:0 TT: 0.943 (±28.394); CT: 1.059 
(±22.981); CC: 1.074 (±35.823)

CT: 0.023 (0.884); CC: 0.688 (0.945)

rs523411937 Odd- chain linear SFA TT: 1.752 (±22.553); CT: 1.939 
(±20.446); CC: 1.994 (±17.524)

CT: 0.041 (0.884); CC: 0.597 (0.924)

SCD1 3'UTR 
Chr26:21277069

trans- 11 C18:1 (VA) GG: 1.296 (40.108); AG: 1.455 (40.993) GG: 0.018 (0.783)

SCD1 3'UTR 
Chr26:21277069

C18.3 n- 3 GG: 0.357 (31.401); AG: 0.354 (33.76) GG: 0.036 (0.783)

SCD1 3'UTR 
Chr26:21277069

cis- 9, trans- 11 CLA (RA) GG: 0.700 (35.431); AG: 0.761 (39.414) GG: 0.026 (0.783)

SCD1 3'UTR 
Chr26:21277069

n- 3 FA GG: 0.434 (27.152); AG: 0.431 (29.025) GG: 0.028 (0.783)

Haplotypes SCD1 C12:0 AT_AT: 2.751 (26.555); AT_GT: 2.793 
(27.659); GC_AT: 2.824 (26.092); 
GT_GC: 3.241 (27.962); GT_GT: 
2.747 (26.818); GC_GC: 2.935 
(34.307); AT_AC: 2.418 (−)

AT_GT: 0.54 (0.906); GC_AT: 0.3 
(0.884); GT_GC: 0.041 (0.884); 
GT_GT: 0.366 (0.884); GC_GC: 
0.458 (0.894)

Haplotypes SCD1 C14:0 AT_AT: 9.125 (17.96); AT_GT: 9.145 
(18.046); GC_AT: 9.282 (15.781); 
GT_GC: 10.28 (22.05); GT_GT: 8.817 
(19.92); GC_GC: 9.634 (23.377); 
AT_AC: 9.017 (−)

AT_GT: 0.414 (0.884); GC_AT: 0.691 
(0.945); GT_GC: 0.042 (0.884); 
GT_GT: 0.926 (0.995); GC_GC: 
0.33 (0.884)

Haplotypes SCD1 cis- 9, trans- 11 CLA (RA) AT_AT: 0.774 (36.474); AT_GT: 0.781 
(43.22); GC_AT: 0.727 (37.121); GT_
GC: 0.544 (37.018); GT_GT: 0.742 
(37.117); GC_GC: 0.726 (55.233); 
AT_AC: 0.482 (−)

AT_GT: 0.556 (0.906); GC_AT: 0.899 
(0.995); GT_GC: 0.088 (0.884); 
GT_GT: 0.041 (0.884); GC_GC: 
0.388 (0.884)

Haplotypes SCD1 SCDCLA AT_AT: 0.351 (12.815); AT_GT: 0.336 
(12.381); GC_AT: 0.361 (12.57); 
GT_GC: 0.336 (7.178); GT_GT: 0.308 
(5.069); GC_GC: 0.353 (11.755); 
AT_AC: 0.357 (−)

AT_GT: 0.013 (0.884); GC_AT: 
0.222 (0.884); GT_GC: 0.131 
(0.884); GT_GT: 0.104 (0.884); 
GC_GC: 0.62 (0.931)

Haplotypes SCD1 Short- chain SFA AT_AT: 9.442 (16.559); AT_GT: 9.46 
(16.796); GC_AT: 9.055 (15.487); 
GT_GC: 10.072 (27.017); GT_GT: 
9.551 (15.586); GC_GC: 9.993 
(16.397); AT_AC: 11.386 (−)

AT_GT: 0.52 (0.906); GC_AT: 0.857 
(0.995); GT_GC: 0.03 (0.884); 
GT_GT: 0.149 (0.884); GC_GC: 
0.548 (0.906)

Note: Bold values represent p- value < 0.05.
aOnly SNP and haplotypes significantly associated with milk FA proportions and SCD1 indices are reported. Complete data are presented in Tables S3 and S4.
bRaw p- values and false discovery rates (FDR, between parentheses) adjustment were estimated using one of the allelic or haplotypic categories as reference 
class. Therefore, for each loci, the first allelic or haplotypic class do not have an assigned p- value (FDR).
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diets. Therefore, the phenotypic variations reported in 
our study are likely to be representative of the popula-
tion. Overall, the variations observed for the proportions 
of individual FA, FA groups, and DI fell within the range 
reported in the literature for taurine breeds (Garnsworthy 
et al., 2010; Mele et al., 2007; Pegolo et al., 2016; Schennink 
et al.,  2008; Stoop et al.,  2008). Interestingly, a lower 
between- cow variation (CV = 8.3%) was observed for the 
SCD18 index when compared to the other DI reported 
in our study. The second largest variation (CV = 12.6%) 
was observed for the SCDCLA index, whereas the largest 
variations were observed for the SCD14 and SCD16 indi-
ces. Similar findings were reported in studies where a 
large number of cows were used to estimate heritability 
of DI in taurine breeds (Garnsworthy et al.,  2010; Mele 
et al.,  2007; Pegolo et al.,  2016; Schennink et al.,  2008), 
as well as in studies where DI were calculated from cows 
fed on the same diet (Kelsey et al.,  2003). As diet is the 
major factor influencing milk FA composition (Kliem & 
Shingfield,  2016), which is supported by the significant 
effect of diet groups in our study (data not shown), the 
study of Kelsey et al.  (2003) suggests that genetic varia-
tion in SCD18 index may also be lower than for the other 
DI. The SCD1 indices are calculated as the ratio of prod-
ucts to substrates of SCD1 and are commonly used as a 
proxy for SCD1 enzyme activity in the mammary gland. 
The cis- 9 C14:1/C14:0 ratio has been suggested as the best 
indicator for the SCD1 activity because C14:0 in milk fat 
derives almost exclusively from de novo synthesis in the 
mammary gland, and therefore, almost all the cis- 9 C14:1 
is likely to be synthesized by SCD1 (Bernard et al., 2013), 
whereas the other precursors and products of SCD1 are 
derived partially, and to varying extents, from the circu-
latory system (Garnsworthy et al.,  2010). Accordingly, 
studies with goats showed that the milk cis- 9 C14:1/C14:0 
ratio gave the best estimation for the response of mam-
mary SCD1 activity (Bernard et al.,  2013), although no 
positive correlation was observed between the C14 index 
and SCD1 gene expression in mammary gland from dairy 
cows (Rezamand et al.,  2014), which may indicate the 
existence of post- translational mechanisms in the regula-
tion of SCD1 activity. The smaller variation in the SCD18 
index as compared to the other DI observed in the present 
study and in previous reports with taurine breeds may be 
explained, at least partly, by the pivotal role of cis- 9 C18:1 
(oleic acid) in maintaining milk fat fluidity (Jensen, 2002). 
Indeed, it is well established that C18:0 is the preferred 
substrate of SCD1 (Ntambi & Miyazaki,  2004), and that 
endogenous synthesis of cis- 9- 18:1 via the action of SCD1 
on 18:0 in the mammary gland is an important point of 
regulation in milk TG synthesis and maintenance of milk 
fat fluidity (Chilliard et al., 2007; Gama et al., 2008). Thus, 
it could be speculated that SCD1 activity on C18:0 is more 

tightly regulated than for other SCD1 substrates so that 
the cis- 9 C18:1/C18:0 ratio in milk fat is kept within a nar-
rower range, similar to what is observed for milk lactose 
content as compared to milk protein and fat contents.

One of the FA groups included in our study due to 
its physiological relevance was the ‘milk fat inhibitors’ 
group, which comprises three intermediates of rumen 
biohydrogenation that have been shown to inhibit 
the milk fat synthesis in the mammary gland of cows 
(Koch & Lascano,  2018), or that are strongly associated 
with milk fat depression (MFD), such as trans- 10 C18:1 
(Bauman et al.,  2011). A considerable phenotypic vari-
ation (CV = 33.9%) was observed for this group, which 
was expected given the very different diets fed to cows 
across the farms and even within the same farm in cases 
where milk samples were collected in different seasons 
of the year. However, part of the phenotypic variation ob-
served in the proportion of milk fat inhibitors may also 
be attributed to cow individuality, as genetic variation in 
susceptibility to MFD has been shown to exist, indicating 
that selection for reduced susceptibility to MFD is possible 
(Calus et al., 2005). This is consistent with evidence that 
individual cows have different susceptibilities to trans- 10 
shift (Gama et al., 2021), which has also been reported in 
studies with ewes (Santos- Silva et al., 2016).

In addition to estimating the phenotypic variance 
in milk FA composition and DI in Gir cows, we investi-
gated the existence of genetic variants in the SCD1 that 
could be associated with those traits. As shown in Table 2, 
14 variants were identified in different regions of the 
SCD1 gene, with six of them being reported for the first 
time in the present study. Interestingly, one new variant 
(chr26:21272274) was predicted to result in an amino acid 
substitution (N244D) in the SCD1 protein. From the 14 
detected genetic variants, three were found to be fixed in 
the population (i.e. all cows were homozygous for a given 
allele): a new variant on Chr26:21263591, rs475591968, 
and rs41255693. The latter is the most studied SCD1 poly-
morphism in cattle breeds, a non- synonym SNP (C > T 
substitution) causing the substitution of valine for alanine 
at position 293 (A293V), which has explained a significant 
proportion of genetic variation in milk FA composition in 
taurine breeds (Conte et al., 2010; Kgwatalala et al., 2007; 
Li et al., 2016; Mele et al., 2007; Schennink et al., 2008). 
In addition to the A293V polymorphism, a second SNP 
(rs208932125) has also been detected in the 293th codon 
of the SCD1 gene (Figure 1). Interestingly, only the allele 
C of the first SNP was detected in the present study, so all 
the cows had an alanine rather than a valine in the amino 
acid sequence of the SCD1 protein. On the other hand, the 
two alleles (A and G) were detected for the second SNP 
(Table 2), and the resulting genotypes were significantly 
associated (based on raw p- values) with C12:0, RA, and 
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short- chain SFA, with cows carrying the AA genotype 
showing lower proportions of C12:0 and short- chain SFA, 
but higher RA than cows with the GG genotype (Table 3). 
The increased proportion of RA in milk fat from AA 
cows is consistent with the trend (raw p- value = 0.063) 
towards higher SCDCLA index observed in these cows as 
compared to GG cows. However, the lack of effect on the 
SCD14 index, which is considered the best proxy for SCD1 
activity in mammary gland, suggests an altered substrate 
specificity of SCD1 enzyme in AA cows. These results 
indicate that selecting cows carrying the AA genotype is 
expected to improve the nutritional quality of milk fat 
due to the numerous health benefits attributed to RA, al-
though some positive effects have also been reported for 
short- chain FA and C12:0 (Gómez- Cortés et al.,  2018), 
which concentrations in milk fat are expected to decrease 
in AA cows. Interestingly, when we sought evidence for 
possible functional effects of rs208932125 using Human 
Splicing Finder, it was predicted that this SNP abolishes 
exonic splicing enhancers (ESE- EIE, ESE- ASFB, and 
ESE- SRp55), and also affects an exonic splicing silencer 
(ESS- Sironi Motifs, ESS- Fas, and ESS- hnRNPA1). These 
findings offer further explanation for the well- described 
effect of SCD1 A293V polymorphism on milk FA compo-
sition. In addition to rs208932125, associations were ob-
served between rs523411937, a SNP found in the SCD1 
3'UTR region, and the proportions of C15:0 and odd- chain 
SFA in milk fat, with cows carrying the CT genotype hav-
ing higher proportions of these FA in milk fat than those 
with the TT genotype. Interestingly, the C15:0 has been 
shown to possess activities and efficacy that parallel as-
sociated health benefits in humans (Venn- Watson et al., 
2020), leading the authors to propose that C15:0 could be 
an essential fatty acid. Therefore, an increased proportion 
of C15:0 in milk fat from cows carrying the CT genotype 
is desirable from a nutritional standpoint. The possibil-
ity of increasing the contents of C15:0 in milk through 
selective breeding is supported by recent evidence of a 
heritable subset of the core rumen microbiome (Wallace 
et al., 2019), since the odd- chain FA found in milk fat are 
largely derived from cell membranes of rumen bacteria 
(Vlaeminck et al., 2006). Another new variant detected in 
the SCD1 3'UTR region (Chr26:21277069) was associated 
with proportions of important milk FA such as trans- 11 
C18:1, cis- 9, trans- 11 CLA, C18:3 n- 3 and n- 3 FA. It should 
be noted that only two genotypes (GG and AG) were found 
for this variant in our study, which may reflect the pres-
sure of selection for certain milk fatty acids and deserves 
further investigation. Associations were also observed for 
three diplotypes identified in our study (Table 3). As two of 
them (GT_GC and GT_GT) were found in a small number 
of cows (6 and 5, respectively), the associations observed 
with C12:0, C14:0, short- chain SFA and RA should be 

interpreted with caution despite the nutritional relevance 
of these FA. The lower SCDCLA index found in milk from 
cows having the second most frequent diplotype (AT_GT, 
n = 84) when compared to AT_AT cows was not accompa-
nied by a reduction in RA, suggesting that changes in the 
SCDCLA index may not fully reflect the activity of SCD1 on 
RA synthesis in the mammary gland of cows.

5  |  CONCLUSIONS

To our knowledge, this is the first study to report the 
phenotypic variation in milk FA composition and SCD1 
indices in Gir cows, which was found to be within the 
range reported for taurine breeds. In particular, a lower 
variation was observed for the SCD18 index as compared 
to the other DI. This result was very consistent across 
different studies, suggesting that SCD1 activity on C18:0 
may be more tightly regulated than for other SCD1 sub-
strates in mammary gland of dairy cows. A total of 14 
variants of the SCD1 gene were identified, six of which 
not previously described in the literature. Interestingly, 
the most studied non- synonym SNP in the SCD1 gene 
(A293V), which has been shown to explain a significant 
proportion of the variation in milk FA composition of 
taurine breeds, was monomorphic in our study, with all 
the cows being homozygous for the C allele (that codes 
for an alanine). However, all the genotypes (AA, AG, and 
GG) of the second SNP affecting the 293th codon were 
found in the population. Although this polymorphism 
does not change the amino acid sequence of the SCD1 
protein, we found compelling evidence for functional ef-
fects of this variant. Some significant associations (based 
on raw p- values) with milk FA composition were found 
for rs208932125 and for two SNP located in the 3'UTR 
region of the SCD1 gene (rs523411937 and a new vari-
ant on Chr26:21277069), which may be worth exploring 
in future studies. Interestingly, a new SCD1 protein vari-
ant (N244D) was identified, which was predicted to affect 
the protein function. These findings indicate that SCD1 
variants other than the classic non- synonym A293V poly-
morphism contribute to variation in milk FA composition 
of Gir cows, with potential to be used in their breeding 
programmes, although the magnitude of milk FA changes 
is of limited extent when compared to that achieved by 
dietary means. Supportive validation from studies with 
larger sample sizes is necessary to confirm the putative as-
sociations and to better estimate the effects of the novel 
SCD1 variants on milk FA composition of Gir cows.
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